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Carbon farming as an act of transformation

within holistic landscape restoration  - Willem Ferwerda, Founder



Global impact of land degradation

< 40% 3.2B 67% 50%

Land degraded

Up to 40% of the world’s land 
is now degraded (UNCCD, 

2022).

People affected

Land degradation affects 3.2 
billion people globally (IPBES, 

2018).

Less wildlife

Wildlife populations have 
declined by on average 67% in 
the past 50 years, in large part 
due to landscape degradation 

(WWF, IUCN, 2022).

GDP at risk

50% of the world’s GDP is at 
risk due to nature loss (WEF, 

2022).

Source: UNCCD, 2022.



Loess Plateau in China
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It is possible to 
reverse  landscape
degradation 
through holistic 
landscape restoration.



Barriers to holistic landscape restoration

Source: UNCCD, 2022.

Economic system barriers: biodiversity not valued

• Complexity of the ecosystem approach deters stakeholders

Stakeholder complexity: top-down solutions do not take 
into account local people's needs

Landscape finance: lack of experience with long-term 
blended landscape funding

• Policy: misalignment & silo solutions instead of the whole



What is needed to transition a landscape from ‘degraded’ to 
‘restored’?

A generic language and approach that people 
understand, unites and is practical

A co-creative multistakeholder process

Landscape (ecosystem) knowledge and area 
of large size

Long term time frame

Regenerative business models 

Long term blended tailor-made finance

Being replicable to create scale



Holistic landscape restoration 

Involves restoring the function of degraded landscapes by addressing their social, 
ecological, and economic aspects, ensuring their sustainability and resilience for 
the future. It recognizes the interconnectedness of physical, chemical, biological, 
ecological, economic, socio-cultural, spiritual and inspirational processes within 
landscapes, emphasizing the need for integrated, large-scale, and long-term 
approaches. By taking a holistic approach, problems can be addressed 
comprehensively, leading to lasting positive change that benefits both nature and 
communities.



Three words unite all stakeholders:
losses, risks and returns.



The combined zone is where 
regenerative carbon 

farming comes in



Source: Dudley, N., Baker, C., Chatterton, P., Ferwerda, W.H., Gutierrez, V., Madgwick, J., 2021, The 4 Returns Framework for 
Landscape Restoration. UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration Report published by Commonland, Wetlands International 
Landscape Finance Lab and IUCN Commission on Ecosystem Management. 

Guiding stakeholders to turn landscape complexity into action:
The 4 Returns Framework for Healthy Landscapes



Progress measurement and replicability



Creating a landscape 
partnership is the key to
success.

Shared
Understanding

Learning and
Impact

Vision and
Planning

Taking
Action

Landscape
Partnership

Theory U, MIT/ Presencing Institute. 





The 4 Returns framework provides 
stakeholders in and outside a 
landscape with a structured and 
systematic lens, that brings them 
together, while encouraging a long-
term vision and focused action.

Source: Commonland  2021



Restore, Protect and Connect the Natural Zone

Combined Zone (regen agr.): increase biodiversity & 
productivity; Economic Zone: sustainable processing

Favorable policy environment
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Carbon finance can accelerate landscape restoration 

Landscape partnerships

Grants
Grants, carbon, subsidies

Investment & loans

Taxatio
n 

subsidies

Source: Commonland  2022

Size: 1 million hectares
Estimated blended finance need: USD 1b  
Time horizon: 20-40 years

Source: Gutierrez, V. et al. (2022). Recommendations on delivering the European Green Deal through landscape 
restoration: inspirational, social, natural and financial returns. A policy brief published by Commonland, the 
Landscape Finance Lab and others. 



Resume

1 Carbon farming is not a panacea. It is part of the 
transformation, but only if maximising benefits for 
farmers, communities, and ecology is prioritised.

Minimising revenues for developers of carbon projects is 
necessary because it is not carbon but trust that is the most 
important currency.

2

3

4

Voluntary Carbon Market with its Nature-Based Solutions
(NBS) is an important source of Landscape Finance.

Within Landscape Finance, carbon finance will provide 
access to the financial sector, and as such it will be an 
important tool to transform it.



The greatest mistake in the treatment of our 
landscapes is that there are physicians for agriculture 
and physicians for ecology, although the two cannot 
be separated.

-Free after Plato - 347 BC .



“The 4 Returns Framework for landscape restoration is a 
practical and tested system-change framework that can 
be used by stakeholders to undertake a landscape 
approach. The “landscape approach” seeks to balance 
competing stakeholder demands in a mosaic of different 
management approaches, to supply a full range of 
inspirational, natural, social and economic returns. After 
years of testing, the 4 Returns Framework for restoring 
landscapes is building a sound concept that can go to 
scale. It will be a valuable tool to achieve the goals of the 
UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration.”

- Ms. Elizabeth Maruma Mrema,
Executive Secretary of the UN Convention on 
Biological Diversity (at the start of the UN Decade 
on Ecosystem Restoration, June 2021)

Further reading



Thank you

www.commonland.com


